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This Educator Resource Guide was originally created by Roseneath Theatre in Toronto and generously
shared with Carousel Theatre for Young People for the CTYP production of Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls. Although some changes have been made to the document to center the BC curriculum, SOGI
Standards, and the learning we have done in regards to Trans Advocacy in the last four years, these lessons

were heavily informed by Roseneath's Guide and we are extremely grateful for the initial work they did.
These activities are designed to be used both before and after your class comes to see the show. This

performance is suitable for Grades 2 – 7, so you will find a wide range of lessons and activities. If you have
any questions, please contact outreach@carouseltheatre.ca

CTYP is Vancouver’s only mainstage
theatre company for young audiences.

Our mission is to provide theatrical
experiences with lasting impact for
young people, families, and artists.

Each year 40,000 young people and
families benefit from CTYP’s extensive

programming, which includes a
season of mainstage programming for

young audiences, the BEE Stage for
infants, a year-round drama school for
young people ages 3-17, and the Teen

Shakespeare Program.

TO EMPOWER YOUNG PEOPLE THROUGH THE MAGIC OF THEATRE.
 

Young People are not simply audience members at CTYP; they are active participants
at the very centre of all that we do.

 
We stage vibrant stories that engage young people from the beginning of their

development, and which challenge them through their formative years, empowering
them to become agents of positive change. 

 
Our playful approach to creation and collaboration, unwavering commitment to

outstanding production values and joyful attentiveness to mentoring emerging theatre
artists are key principals of our artistic practice. 

 
Young people can change the world, and we believe theatre empowers them to do so.

 

CORE VALUES AT CAROUSEL

Playfulness / Accessibility / Artistic Integrity / Empathy / Mentorship / Community

mailto:education@carouseltheatre.ca


Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys and Girls is the story of a 9-year-old who is
assigned female at birth as he comes out to his family as a boy named Fin. He
has always had a feeling – knowing something was different but not knowing

what it was exactly or how to say it.
 

As Fin cuts his hair short and changes his name, his family works to understand
and adjust to Fin’s gender identity. Dad accepts the change right away, but
Mom struggles at first. We see Fin’s family grapple with his transition with the
best of intentions. Throughout the course of Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls, we see how they ultimately begin to understand and embrace Fin for who
he really is.
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Dave Devau, an award-winning writer, investigates queer
themes that speak to a broad audience.  His work has been
produced across North America and in Europe. He is the
Associate Artistic Director for Vancouver’s Zee Zee Theatre
who produced his plays Nelly Boy, Tiny Replicas, the critically-
acclaimed My Funny Valentine (Sydney Risk Prize, Jessie
Nomination, Oscar Wilde Nomination – Dublin), Lowest
Common Denominator, Elbow Room Café: The Musical (with
Anton Lipovetsky), Dead People’s Things and Holiday at the
Elbow Room Café. 

He is deeply devoted to developing intelligent, theatrical
plays for young people that foster conversation. His plays for
young audiences include Out in the Open, tagged (Dora
nomination) and Celestial Being (Jessie Nomination) for
Green Thumb Theatre., Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys and Girls 

(Dora nomination) for Roseneath Theatre and the drag-theatre hybrid Parents Are A Drag
(commissioned by Vancouver International Children’s Festival). 

He is currently working on commissions for Zee Zee Theatre, Arts Club, The Cultch, Carousel
Theatre for Young People and Nashville Children’s Theatre. In total, his plays have been
nominated for 21 Jessie Awards, 4 Ovation Awards and 4 Dora Awards. He is represented by
Marquis Literary and is published in Scirocco’s Fierce anthology and his first book called
CISSY: Three Gender Plays was recently published by Talon books. He lives in Vancouver
with his husband Cameron Mackenzie and their four year old, as is the proud Co-Artistic &
Managing Director of Carousel Theatre for Young People.

This guide is meant to support 2ST+/GNC and cisgender people alike. That being said, as
you read this guide, there might be some words that you don't know - that's okay! We're all

learning together. In order to help, there is a glossary on pages 20-22 for a number of
2STLGBQ+ terms and here are a couple to get you started:

Transgender: a person whose gender is different from what is expected based on the sex
they were assigned at birth. 

Gender Non-Conforming (GNC): a person whose behavior or appearance does not conform
to prevailing cultural and social expectations about what is appropriate to their gender

SOGI: Acronym for Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Deadname: Used by some trans/nonbinary people as a way to reference their old
names/the names given to them at birth



My Rainbow | Trinity Neal
Trinity’s mom tells her she is a masterpiece.
But Trinity doesn’t feel like a masterpiece.
Mom and brother Lucien set their minds to
organizie a colorful surprise that will allow
Trinity to express herself fully.

Ho‛onani: Hula Warrior | Heather Gale
Ho‛onani wants to lead her class in a hula
chant always delivered by kāne (males).
Ho‛onani identifies as māhū (with both
masculine and feminine traits). And her
classmates see her as a wahine (girl).
Where will her journey lead? Based on a
true story.
 
Sadiq Wants to Stitch | Mamta Nainy
Sadiq loves to embroider rugs, just like his
mother. While Ammi is flattered and
impressed by Sadiq’s passion and talent,
she tells him embroidery is really just for
girls. What will it take to change Ammi’s
mind? 

I Am Jazz | Jazz Jennings
Based on the real-life experiences of Jazz
Jennings, a transgender YouTube
personality, Human Rights Campaign Youth
Ambassador, and the main star of the TLC
series I Am Jazz.

Julián is a Mermaid | Jessica Love
The story of a boy who wants to become a
mermaid and participate in the Coney
Island Mermaid Parade.

Born Ready: The True Story of a Boy Named
Penelope | Jodie Patterson 

Smart and strong like a ninja, Penelope is a
transgender boy. As he turns five, he is

supported by his family and friends to let
everyone know who he is.

 
 

They, She, He, Me: Free to Be | Maya Gonzalez
 

A colorfully illustrated text that clearly and
beautifully explains the use of different

pronouns.
 

47,000 Beads | Koja Adeyoha and Angela
Adeyoha 

Peyton likes to dance, but she holds back.
Auntie Eyota and her friends work together

to create the perfect regalia for Peyton,
hoping that with clothes that honor her as

two-spirit, Peyton will be happy and free to
dance at the pow wow. 

 
It Feels Good To Be Yourself: A Book About

Gender Identity | Theresa Thorn
A picture book that introduces the concept

of gender identity to the youngest reader
from writer Theresa Thorn and illustrator

Noah Grigni. 

These books highlight gender, identity, diversity, and equity. The stories
focus on family relationships and honoring identity. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jazz_Jennings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Rights_Campaign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TLC_(TV_network)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Am_Jazz


The Fabulous Zed Watson | Basil Sylvester
and Kevin Sylvester
Zed and Gabe: an exuberant, determined
kid and their quiet, botany-loving neighbor.
The Monster’s Castle: a novel shunned by
the publishing world for having gay
protagonists, all but a few chapters hidden
for years. The quest: one roadtrip
adventure for Zed and Gabe to uncover
the rest of the book and learn some things
along the way. 
 
The Prince and the Dressmaker | Jen Wang 
Frances is an innovative dressmaker, stuck
in a thankless job. Sebastian is a prince
who loves wearing dresses, stuck in a role
he dreads. A graphic novel about
friendship, family, and being true to
yourself.  

The Every Body Book: The LGBTQ+ Inclusive
Guide for Kids about Sex, Gender, Bodies,
and Families | Rachel E. Simon, LCSW
Several topics (sex, gender, puberty,
anatomy, love and attraction, different
kinds of families, safety, and more)
covered in a way that is inclusive to all
bodies and identies. A relatively short but
thorough illustrated nonfiction text.

Obie Is Man Enough | Schuyler Bailar
A coming-of-age story about transgender
tween Obie, who didn’t think being himself
would cause such a splash.
 
Zenobia July | Lisa Bunker
A bold, heartfelt story about a trans girl
solving a cyber mystery and coming into
her own.
 

Beyond the Gender Binary | Alok Vaid-Menon 
This pocket-sized guide for older tweens

and teens offers personal reflections and
addresses systemic injustices created by a

society that assumes there are only two
genders. Includes practical responses to

debunk common misconceptions. 
 

Too Bright to See | Kyle Lukoff 
Eleven-year-old Bug is faced with several

mysteries, all in the course of one difficult,
enlightening summer. Why is the family

home haunted, and who is the ghost? Will
Bug have friends in middle school? Will

Bug’s mom be able to keep her job? With
research, courage, and love, Bug puts the

clues together. 
 

Continuum | Chella Man
What constructs in your life must you

unlearn to support inclusivity and respect
for all? This is a question that artist, actor,

and activist Chella Man wrestles with in this
powerful and honest essay. A story of

coping and resilience, Chella journeys
through his experiences as a deaf,

transgender, genderqueer, Jewish person
of color, and shows us that identity lies on a

continuum -- a beautiful, messy, and ever-
evolving road of exploration



Sometimes, the way we discuss sexual orientation and gender
identity (SOGI) can be extremely invalidating. Often, discussions

focus heavily on what we shouldn't do instead of what we should do
to support and uplift gender-diverse youth. Exercises that

demonstrate and vocalize negative language/stereotypes and then
are corrected can be a very triggering experience for 2STLGBQ+

students. Although having discussions about what this type of harm
looks like is important, many exercises in many curriculums focus

on cisgender and/or straight people's experiences with
perpetuating 2STLBGQ+ harm. We encourage you to be cautious

and aware that the 2STLGBQ+ experiences are not only about
traumatic experiences, and are also filled with lots of joy and

happiness. 
 

If you are planning on engaging in lessons that centre what harm
looks like, let your students know in advance. Teachers and

classroom leaders can't and won't always know which student may
or may not be harmed by these correction-centered excercises.

When discussing Fin in the classroom, everyone should refer to Fin as Fin
(and not as his deadname- the name he was given and was used before
Fin came out) and use he/him pronouns for him. The point is that Fin is,

was, and always has been Fin regardless of the gender and name
assigned to Fin at birth. If you are referring to Fin before he let people

know he was a boy (or before he came out), it is simple as saying:
“Fin, before he came out, experienced …”

 
This is important not only for this show, but it is the best practice at this

current point in time when referring to a trans person's experiences from
before they let people know about their gender. 



for Ladies & Gentlemen, Boys & Girlsfor Ladies & Gentlemen, Boys & Girls

Grades 2-7+Grades 2-7+

People connect to the hearts and minds of others, and share ideas in a variety of
places and times through the arts. (Grade 1-3)
Exploring works of art exposes us to diverse values, knowledge, and perspectives, and is
a means to develop empathy for others’ experiences. (Grade 3-7)
Engaging in creative expression and experiences expands people’s sense of identity
and community. (Grade 4-7)
Through art making, one’s sense of identity and community continually evolves. (Grade
7)

Exploring stories and other texts help us understand and learn about ourselves, our
families, and our communities. (Grade 1-7)
Everyone has a unique story to share. (Grade 2)
Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections
to others and to the world. (Grade 4-5) 
Using language in creative and playful ways helps us understand how language works.
(Grade 4-6) Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be
educated and engaged citizens. (Grade 4-6)
Curiosity and wonder lead to discoveries about ourselves and the world around us.
(Grade 5-7)
Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking. (Grade 6-7)

Learning about ourselves and others helps us develop a positive attitude and caring
behaviours, which helps us build healthy relationships and influences community
health. (Grade 1-7)
Our physical, emotional, and mental health are interconnected. (Grade 2-3)
Having good communication skills and managing our emotions enables us to develop
and maintain healthy relationships. (Grade 2-3) 
Developing healthy relationships helps us feel connected, supported, and valued.
(Grade 3-5)
Understanding ourselves and the various aspects of health helps us develop a
balanced lifestyle. (Grade 4-5)

Canada’s policies and treatment of minority peoples have negative and positive
legacies. (Grade 5)
Systems of government vary in their respect for human rights and freedoms. (Grade 6)

Arts Education

English Language Arts

Physical and Health Education

Social Studies 



As a class, come up with a list of social groups
(ways of dividing people common in dominant

culture). E.g. gender, age, race, ability,
indigeneity (whether they are descended from

the original inhabitants of the land [First Nations,
Inuit, Metis in Canada], or one of the following: a

descendent of colonizers, a descendent of
people brought here by colonizers [slaves], a

new immigrant).
 

Suggest one or two groups and then write down
students suggestions, making corrections,

additions, etc. as necessary. See suggested list
below.

 
Draw an intersection on a chalkboard,

smartboard, etc. Write a social identity on each
road to illustrate how people at the intersection

experience more than one type of oppression. It
can be helpful to give examples. See PowerPoint

slides for examples as well as information on
intersectionality, Kimberlé Crenshaw, Two-Spirit

Individuals, and Albert McLeod.

Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections
to others and to the world. (Grade 4-5) 
Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and
engaged citizens. (Grade 4-6)
Curiosity and wonder lead to discoveries about ourselves and the world around us.
(Grade 5-7)
Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking. (Grade 6-7)

Learning about ourselves and others helps us develop a positive attitude and caring
behaviours, which helps us build healthy relationships and influences community
health. (Grade 1-7)

Canada’s policies and treatment of minority peoples have negative and positive
legacies. (Grade 5)
Systems of government vary in their respect for human rights and freedoms. (Grade 6)

English Language Arts

Physical and Health Education

Social Studies 

Students learn that one person or group may
experience more than one form of discrimination
at once. They learn how this applies to many
groups, including Indigenous people.

OUTCOMES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Teachers will guide students in identifying
transphobic rhetoric and center gender-affirming
advocacy.

Lesson Plan - Grades 4+Lesson Plan - Grades 4+
English Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social StudiesEnglish Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social Studies

Gender / Race / Class / Age / Ability /
Indigeneity / Sexuality / Ethnicity / Religion



Ask your students if they can identify a moment
in their lives where they have been told

something based on their gender that hurt their
feelings. Can they recall why it hurt? This can be

centered on cisgender or 2ST+/GNC
experiences - gender stereotypes hurt

everyone.
 

Were the comments rooted in a stereotype?
What kinds of stereotypes can they think of

alongside any examples that also hurt people.
Some examples are: clothes, sports,

appearance, hair, and voices.
 

Move into an acknowledgement that although
cisgender people are also hurt by gender

stereotypes, that 2ST+/GNC people are hurt by
gender stereotypes in different ways. Many
people make assumptions about 2ST+/GNC

people for not only the gender they are, but also
based on the gender they were assigned at

birth.
 

Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections
to others and to the world. (Grade 4-5) 
Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and
engaged citizens. (Grade 4-6)
Curiosity and wonder lead to discoveries about ourselves and the world around us.
(Grade 5-7)
Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking. (Grade 6-7)

Learning about ourselves and others helps us develop a positive attitude and caring
behaviours, which helps us build healthy relationships and influences community
health. (Grade 1-7)

Canada’s policies and treatment of minority peoples have negative and positive
legacies. (Grade 5)
Systems of government vary in their respect for human rights and freedoms. (Grade 6)

English Language Arts

Physical and Health Education

Social Studies 

For students to understand that gender
stereotypes are harmful to everyone of any
gender.
For students to establish how to identify
transphobia and speak up against harmful
behaviour.

OUTCOMES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Teachers will guide students in identifying
transphobic rhetoric and center gender-affirming
advocacy.

Lesson Plan - Grades 4+Lesson Plan - Grades 4+
English Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social StudiesEnglish Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social Studies

How much do your students know about
transgender experiences? Have them define

transgender. Following that, ask your students
to define transphobia and gender

stereotypes so you have a starting point for
this exercise.



Refusing to have a transgender friend means the person is judging or excluding them because of
their gender - and that’s not okay.

Making fun of anyone is not okay. If someone is making fun of another for these reasons, they are
using their knowledge of gender stereotypes and societal expectations, which are rooted in
transphobia. Everyone should be free to express themselves in a way that is authentic to them

Telling people they should behave more like the gender they were assigned at birth is transphobic
and based on gender stereotypes. There is no right or wrong way to express yourself, regardless of
your gender.

Many trans people are told they are "in the wrong place." People who say these things are actually
saying that they do not see the person for the gender they say they are and are judging them
based on the gender they perceive them to be. Trans people's personal understanding of their
gender is first and foremost the most important part, and we should be advocating for their right to
use the change rooms and washrooms that best affirm their identities.

Why are toys and clothes gendered in the first place? Who made that decision? Toys are not and
should not be gendered. Just because societal norms tell us that certain things are for one gender
or the other does not make it true. 

Guide your students into a discussion about how transphobia shows up in our everyday lives using the
following as a starting point of transphobic actions and behaviors, and have your students try to
explain why these things might hurt 2ST+ and GNC people. 

At this point, your students should have an idea of what is transphobic and why. Finish the exercise
using reaffirming language. Remind your students that everyone has the right to live as the gender
they tell you they are - and that other opinions and judgements based on someone’s gender is
transphobic. Ask your students how they think they would counter some of these transphobic
statements if they heard them in real life. Following the examples above, here are some starting points:

REFUSING TO HAVE A TRANSGENDER FRIEND

MAKING FUN OF PEOPLE`S APPEARANCES/BODY/PRONOUNS

TELLING SOMEONE TO ACT MORE "LIKE A BOY" or "LIKE A GIRL"

ASSUMING SOMEONE IS IN THE WRONG BATHROOM/CHANGEROOM

TELLING PEOPLE CERTAIN CLOTHES/TOYS/ETC. ARE "FOR BOYS" or "FOR GIRLS" ONLY

Lesson Plan - Grades 4+Lesson Plan - Grades 4+
English Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social StudiesEnglish Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social Studies

Exercises that are rooted in understanding
transphobia tend to heavily centre on
repeating harmful statements and for

cisgender people to centre themselves in
the conversation. The "Be An Active
Advocate" was heavily inspired by
Roseneath Theatre's "Why Is That

Transphobic" and has been adapted to
centre trans experiences from a more

positive advocacy perspective.

A NOTE!
A NOTE!



Lesson Plan - Grades 2 to 8Lesson Plan - Grades 2 to 8
English Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social StudiesEnglish Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social Studies

People connect to the hearts and minds of others, and share ideas in a variety of
places and times through the arts. (Grade 1-3)
Engaging in creative expression and experiences expands people’s sense of identity
and community. (Grade 4-7)
Through art making, one’s sense of identity and community continually evolves. (Grade
7)

Exploring stories and other texts help us understand and learn about ourselves, our
families, and our communities. (Grade 1-7)
Everyone has a unique story to share. (Grade 2)
Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections
to others and to the world. (Grade 4-5) 
Curiosity and wonder lead to discoveries about ourselves and the world around us.
(Grade 5-7)
Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking. (Grade 6-7)

Learning about ourselves and others helps us develop a positive attitude and caring
behaviours, which helps us build healthy relationships and influences community
health. (Grade 1-7)
Our physical, emotional, and mental health are interconnected. (Grade 2-3)
Understanding ourselves and the various aspects of health helps us develop a
balanced lifestyle. (Grade 4-5)

Arts Education

English Language Arts

Physical and Health Education

OUTCOMES

Students will be able to explain
what a stereotype is and give

examples.
Students can explain why gender

stereotypes can be harmful.
Gain respect for a diversity of

gender presentations and
identities.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In the play, Felix discusses the fact that he is made
fun of for taking ballet classes. This exercise helps
children build their understanding of stereotypes,

and how to affirm ourselves when people use
stereotypes to harm us.

SUPPLEMENTAL VIDEOS
Boy Ballet Dancer - 60 seconds

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVeE0Ti7DaY

Boys Dance Too - 12 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzVQUi8Luhg

(reccommended for classrooms grade 4+)



Lesson Plan - Grades 2 to 8Lesson Plan - Grades 2 to 8
English Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social StudiesEnglish Language Arts, Physical Health & Education, and Social Studies

When boys tell people they are a dancer, how do people
react? Why do you think they react this way?
What do these boys from the video like about ballet?
What kind of skills do you need if you are a ballet dancer?
Why do you think there are not many boys who are ballet
dancers?
What is the message of this video? What does Gabe want to
tell us? Why is this an important message?

QUESTIONS TO ASK AFTER WATCHING THE VIDEOS

Introduce the concept of stereotypes. What kind of stereotypes do you experience
every day? Does the world tell you to do certain things because of your gender?
Hand out Chart Paper split long ways down the middle. Write “Stereotypes That Hurt” on
one half and “Breaking The Stereotype” on the other side
Distribute markers and ask students to write 

THE ACTIVITY

STEREOTYPES THAT HURT BREAKING THE STEREOTYPE

Ballet is for girls!
 
 

Girls are nurses and boys are
doctors.

 
 

Pink is a girly colour
 
 

Long hair is for girls and short
hair is for boys 

 

Ballet is for everyone! I'm a boy
and I like ballet

 
My doctor is a woman - jobs

aren't gendered!
 
 

I like pink because it's a pretty
colour - not because it's "girly"

 
Hair doesn't have a gender -

anyone can have any length of
hair.

 

How did it feel to do that
activity? How does the

“Stereotypes that Hurt” list
limit everyone? Were there

any stereotypes on the
“Stereotypes That Hurt” list
that you didn’t realize were

stereotypes? How did writing
on the “Break The Stereotype”

side make you feel? What
would need to change for
more boys to feel like they

can do ballet? 

DEBRIEF



Indigenous-Centered LearningIndigenous-Centered Learning

Teachings, learnings, and traditions of Indigenous communities are of the upmost
importance. However, many of these traditions and cultures have been

undervalued, underdiscussed, and systemically erased by colonializm. In many
Indigenous communities, there has always been an expansive understanding of

gender, one that many white and European colonizers tried to remove from these
communities. 

 
Two-Spirit was a word that was established in the 1990s by Elder Myra Laramee as a

more wide-spread and non-community specific understanding of Indigenous
queerness and gender as expansive - something that can be "transcended" as Tye

Defoe says. The following are a few videos and links that can be used in the
classroom to help students learn more about Two-Spirit individuals in Indigenous
communities, with a focus on centering individuals who are Two-Spirit themselves.

 
Please Note:  Two-Spirit is a term that is only to be used by Indigneous people, as it

is rooted in Indigenous culture and tradition 

Indigenous and Two-Spirit Resources - Collected by UBC
https://sogi.educ.ubc.ca/indigenous-two-spirit-resources/

 
At San Francisco's Two-Spirit Pow-wow, Gender Diversity is Sacred - by Delilah Friedler

https://www.motherjones.com/media/2020/02/at-san-franciscos-two-spirit-powwow-
gender-diversity-is-sacred/

 
Two Spirits, One Dance for Native American Artist - Tye Defoe & posted by AJ+

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OB0wdzogy0
 

Ma-Nee Chacaby talks about Two Spirit Identities - posted by OurStories eTextbook
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juzpocOX5ik

 



Drama Excercise - Grades 4 to 8Drama Excercise - Grades 4 to 8
Arts Education & Arts Education & English Language ArtsEnglish Language Arts

Exploring works of art exposes us to diverse values, knowledge, and perspectives, and is
a means to develop empathy for others’ experiences. (Grade 3-7)
Engaging in creative expression and experiences expands people’s sense of identity and
community. (Grade 4-7)
Through art making, one’s sense of identity and community continually evolves. (Grade 7)

Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections to
others and to the world. (Grade 4-5) 
Using language in creative and playful ways helps us understand how language works.
(Grade 4-6) 
Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and
engaged citizens. (Grade 4-6)
Curiosity and wonder lead to discoveries about ourselves and the world around us.
(Grade 5-7)
Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking. (Grade 6-7)

Arts Education

English Language Arts

Drawing on scenes of oppression from
the play, students have the opportunity

to practice intervening based on
techniques from Augusto Boal’s concept
of Theatre of the Oppressed (Boal, 1979)
in order to imagine different outcomes.
They also have the chance to apply this

technique to their own experiences.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION



 
OPENING DISCUSSION

What is oppression or what does it mean
to be oppressed?

 

What were some scenes in the play where
a character was being oppressed?

 
 

Appendix D has excerpts of scenes from
the play where a character is being

oppressed. If a student has suggested
one of them in discussion, you may work

from that scene or suggest another of the
scenes to work from. 

 

Begin by reading the scene as a class
with volunteers reading each of the parts.

Then, explain how students will have the
chance to change the scene.

 

 

 The actors on stage begin reading the scene as written
When a member of the audience sees a chance for things to go
differently, they stop the action, take the place of one of the characters,
and improvise new words and actions
The teacher allows the students to improvise for a few moments until they
bring the scene to a conclusion or gives them a time limit to wrap up the
scene

1.
2.

3.

 
After explaining how students will have the opportunity to intervene, have the
performing students read the scene aloud for the class again. This may be a
good opportunity for students to write down the point at which they would
like to intervene and how they would do so. After the reading, have the
performing students read the scene in front of the class. You can begin
having students intervene immediately, model an intervention for the class,
or talk the first intervening student through the process, depending on the
needs of the class.

Drama Excercise - Grades 4 to 8Drama Excercise - Grades 4 to 8
Arts Education & Arts Education & English Language ArtsEnglish Language Arts

PROMPT
 

“Oppression is a word that means
someone with power is treating someone

else unfairly. Can you think of scenes
from the play where someone was being

oppressed, where someone was being
treated unfairly?”

 

For this age group, it is best to work from
two person scenes with the teacher
playing the role of the oppressing

character.
 

GRADES 7-8GRADES 7-8GRADES 4-6GRADES 4-6

THEATRE OF THETHEATRE OF THE

OPPRESSED & THEOPPRESSED & THE

SPECTATORSPECTATOR



Drama Excercise - Grades 4+Drama Excercise - Grades 4+
Arts Education & Arts Education & English Language ArtsEnglish Language Arts

This technique can be useful for helping students solve problems in the school. Begin by
asking students to write about times they have experienced oppression, bullying. They
can then share those experiences with a partner or small group if they wish. Those who
wish can share with the whole class. If students are comfortable, they can share these

experiences in front of the class either as an actor in the situation or by directing
volunteers. Using the technique of intervention applied to the excerpts from the play,
both the student whose experiences is being represented and other students in the

class can have a chance to develop ways of addressing the situation the student faced.
Because of the focus of the play, teachers may wish to ask students about times they
have faced oppression linked to gender. This may encourage to think about gender-

based oppression as a problem faced by all instead of solely trans people.

EXTEND IT!

EXTEND IT!
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Arts & Crafts Lesson - All GradesArts & Crafts Lesson - All Grades

A lot about ourselves is based around our identity, or what we would consider key
components of ourselves. What we like or dislike, our interests, passions and hobbies… All
these little pieces of ourselves and how they connect to each other are what make us
unique! Use this Arts & Crafts activity to build a representation of yourself.

In the play, Fin’s interest with the Circus is a large part of how Fin came to understand his
gender. What formative experiences in your life have shaped how you see yourself and the
world around you? Create a “self portrait” of those things. 

In this mixed media project, students will use resources available to them (pencil
crayons/cut up magazines/text/etc.) to create a “self portrait” of themselves to present to
the class. This activity is best suited to follow the INTERSECTIONS activity, so that students
also have an opportunity to understand their personal intersections and how they can
work that into this Arts & Crafts Assignment.

MATERIALSMATERIALS

Students can use whatever
mediums are available to
them. This is simply a list of
suggestions! This activity
can also be done in a
Digital Media classroom!

 
Blank Paper
Glue/Tape

Scissors
Drawing Tools such as
pens, pencils, marker,

paints and paintbrushes
Magazines

If students would like to, they may present these to
the class. Keep in mind, however, that projects like

this can be extremely personal, and we highly
recommend that students are not forced to

present these if they do not feel comfortable
sharing with the whole class. If they are not

comfortable, ask your students to write a small
private rationale about why they chose what they

did. Below are some prompting questions.

What is the most important thing to you about your
self portrait? Why?

What do you like the most about your self portrait?
What is the oldest detail on your self portrait? 
What is the newest detail on your self portrait?

Does looking at your self portrait remind you of
certain memories?

Like Fin, is there something on your self portrait
that is important to how you understand yourself in

this world?
Do you think your self-portrait will change in 5

years? 10 years? How? Why?
 



ALOK (they/them)  ||  @alokvmenon
Writer/Performer/Public Speaker/Artist who creates intersectional and anti-racist transgender
focused infographics.

Jamie Raines (he/him)  ||  @jammi.dodger
Transgender & Education-Focused Youtuber.

CHELLA MAN (he/him)  ||  @chellaman
Deaf, genderqueer, Jewish and Chinese actor, artist, writer and activist.

Vivek Shraya  ||  @vivekshraya
Trans artist of colour working in many mediums - including writing, music, visual and
performance arts. Vivek is currently an Associate Professor at the University of Calgary.

Schuyler Bailar (he/him)  ||  @pinkmantaray
Trans and half-Korean content creator. Schuyler is also the openly transgender athlete to
compete in a NCAA event in his gender category (Men's Swimming).

Kayden X Coleman (he/him)  ||  @kaydenxofficial
Black Trans advocate and educator. Kayden is also a parent and is a seahorse dad - a trans
masculine person who has given birth.

Madison Werner (she/her)  ||  @madisonwerner
Trans and Queer advocate in the LA area. Madison's Instagram is focused on LGBTQ+ and
trans-centered infographics.

Jeffrey Marsh (they/them)  ||  @thejeffreymarsh
Nonbinary writer, activist and advocate. Jeffrey creates a variety of content on their
instagram and tiktok focused on both uplifting and validating transgender people, but also
opens dialogue for parents and others learning how to move into advocacy for the
community.

Zoa Glows (she/they/he)  ||  @zoaglows
Black Nonbinary & Trans Performer & Theatre Educator making positive and uplifting content.

Maybe Burke (they/she)  ||  @believeinmaybe
Performer, Writer & Human Rights Advocate making informative and vibrant content on
Instagram & Tiktok.



Ty Deran (they/she)  ||  @mx.deran
Trans advocate making positive and uplifting and euphoric content.

Sean Dorsey (he/him)  || @seandorseydance
Widely recognized as one of the US' first acclaimed modern transgender choreographers,
Sean is a dancer, choreographer and activist.

Next Generation - @wearenextgeneration
Community dedicated to distributing self-care and mental health resources to Black and
Brown transgender people.

Nanook (they/them)  ||  @nanookofficial
Inuvialuk & Trans/Nonbinary content creator & Toronto Indigenous Harm Reduciton team.

Yolanda Bonnell  (she/they)  ||  @yobiwankenobie
Two-Spirit Queer Fat Anisinaabe/South Asian artist.

Keisha Peter (they/them)  ||  @wapahkesis
Nihithaw (Cree/LLRIB) and Afro-Diasporic Two-Spirit Artist & blogger.

Aicha (she/her)  ||  @mynameisaisha
AfroIndigenous Wendat endi' Dance Artist and Creative Content Creator.

Arielle Twist (she/her)  ||  @arielletwist
2S/Trans Cree Femme Interdisciplinary Artist.

UNYA's 2-Spirit Collective  ||  https://unya.bc.ca/programs/2-spirit-collective/
Urban Native Youth Association's program dedicated to Two-Spirit youth.

TransCareBC  ||  http://www.phsa.ca/transcarebc/
BC's broad trans care focused initiatives and resources.

Foundry BC  ||  https://foundrybc.ca/
Youth clinic (12-24) with gender-affirming care.



Agender: an adjective or label used to
describe a lack of gender in a person.
Sometimes used as a descriptor of a non-
binary gender. 

Cisgender: a person is cisgender if their
gender matches what is expected based
on the gender they were assigned at birth.
This word exists for similar reasons that the
word “straight” exists - so that we are not
referring to people who are not trans as
“normal.” 

Deadname: Used by some trans/nonbinary
people as a way to reference their old
names/the names given to them at birth.

Gender Binary: the structural system that
puts people in two boxes - men and
women, male and female, boys and girls.
Many stereotypes and expectations are
rooted in the gender binary - which limits
everyone.

Gender: a person’s sense of being a man or
woman, a boy or girl, neither, both, or
another gender. 

Gender Transition: a process in which a
person changes their appearance,
behavior, or identity to better reflect their
gender. There are three main categories of
Transition: Social (name
changes/expression/pronoun
changes/binding or padding/tucking or
packing/etc.), Medical (hormone
replacement therapy/hair removal or
growth/etc.) and Surgical (physical
changes to your body performed by a
surgeon). Someone’s transition could
include all or none of these things -
everyone is different!

Gender-Affirming Surgeries: surgical
procedures that some people might get to

feel better in their bodies. Not all trans
people have or want surgery, and that

doesn’t mean their genders are any more
or less valid. There have been many

different ways GAS has been described in
the past - refer to page 22!

 
Gender Expression: how a person may
affirm their gender through things like

hairstyle, clothing, makeup, etc. However,
expression is not always significant to how

an individual experiences gender. 
 

Gender Expansive Children: children whose
gender identity or gender expression is

different from what others expect based on
the child’s assigned gender at birth.

 
Genderfluid: a person whose gender is not

fixed in one place and moves or flows
between two or more gender experiences.

 
Gender Non-Conforming:  sometimes

stylized as GNC, a person whose behavior
or appearance does not conform to

prevailing cultural and social expectations
about what is appropriate to their gender

 
Genderqueer: a gender label that typically
rejects the notions of static categories of
gender and embrace a fluidity of gender

identity (and often, though not always,
sexual orientation). There is no fixed

definition of Genderqueer in the same way
that queer is a fluid label for individuals

who use it. 
 

Gender Variance: gender expressions or
behaviors that do not match gender

norms.



Hormone Replacement Therapy: some
people may choose to take medically-
prescribed hormones like testosterone or
estrogen and/or hormone blockers which
will change some of the physical
characteristics of one's body. It can also
mean taking puberty blockers, which can
stop some of the effects of puberty. Puberty
blockers are safe for kids and are
reversible for kids who are unsure of their
gender. Puberty blockers ensure that
children don’t go through the (potentially
traumatic) experience of puberty for a
gender they do not feel comfortable in.

Intersex: Intersex people have sex
characteristics (hormones, genitals,
chromosomes) that don’t fit into a
male/female binary. There are many
different intersex variations.

LGBTQ+: an acronym that means “lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, plus”
and is sometimes used broadly to refer to
gender and sexually diverse communities
and people.

2STLGBQ+: the acronym used in this guide,
which brings 2S (Two-Spirit) and T (trans) to
the front of the acronym to signify the
importance of listening to Indigenous
peoples’ experiences and trans peoples’
experiences within the community. 

Transgender: a person whose gender is
different from what is expected based on
the sex they were assigned at birth.

Transmasculine: A word used to describe a
trans person who connects with movement

toward masculinity in regards to their
gender. People who are transmasculine

can be binary trans men or nonbinary
people who connect more with masculinity.

 
Transfeminine: A word used to describe a

trans person who connects with movement
toward femininity in regards to their

gender. People who are transfeminine can
be binary trans women or nonbinary

people who connect more with femininity.
 

Transphobia: hatred, violence, or
discrimination toward people who are

transgender
 

Transmisogyny: is where transphobia and
misogyny intersect and describes the

negative attitudes, harm and
discrimination directed towards trans
women and transfeminine individuals.

 
Gender Assigned at Birth: whether a doctor

assigns a baby male, female, or intersex,
which is recorded on a birth certificate.

This is based on biology, such as
chromosomes, genitals and hormone

levels, and can be extremely harmful to
individuals.

 
Sexual Orientation: how a person identifies
based on their attractions and desires, or

lack of attractions and desires, to other
people (example: gay, lesbian, straight,
bisexual, asexual). This is separate from

gender, and transgender people can have
any sexual orientation.

 



Two-Spirit: a word that Indigenous people can use to describe themselves in relation to their
experiences of sexual orientation, gender, their culture, or a mix of these.

Pronouns: words such as “he, she, they” that we use when we are talking about a person.
Pronouns are not something you can always know or guess correctly based on someone’s
appearance. It is always important to ask everybody for their pronouns.

Non-Binary: a person whose gender is something other than man, woman, boy or girl.

Queer: a broad term that is often used to describe people who are not heterosexual/straight.

Preferred Pronouns: We often ask people what their preferred pronouns are. Although this is
well intentioned, peoples’ pronouns are their pronouns. If someone uses more than one set
of pronouns, it is absolutely okay to ask which one they prefer in that moment, but overall,
this is an isolating turn of phrase.

Gender Identity: Gender is often talked about as “gender identity” when referring to
transgender experiences, and is referred to as “gender” when talking about cisgender
experiences. It is important to understand that everyone has a gender - and gender identity
when only used for transgender people continues to uphold the harmful notion that
transgender experienes are “abnormal”.

Assigned [Female/Male] At Birth: Although some trans people may choose to use these
descriptors themselves, AMAB and AFAB (pronounced eh-mab and eh-fab) are generally
seen as bio-essentialist terms that put emphasis on the gender assigned at birth instead of a
trans persons’ gender. They are binary and tend to be used as a weapon, most often against
trans women and transfeminine people. (ie. used to discount transfeminine peoples’
femininity or womanhood). Please be cautious when discussing this.

Sex Reassignment Surgery/Sex Change: an outdated term for gender affirming surgeries. The
phrases sex reassignment or sex change imply that in order for someone to be "trans
enough" they must physically change their body to "become" their gender. The term is also
extremely binary and erases the nuance of trans experiences. Surgeries are now referred to
as "gender affirming" as they may help affirm that individual's gender, but is not a necessity
to being transgender.



Assembly: a group of people gathered
together

Astounded: to cause surprise or wonder;
amaze

Bevvy: a large, often noisy group of people
or animals 

Clique: are groups of friends, but not all
groups of friends are cliques. The thing that
makes a group a clique (say: KLIK) is that
they leave some kids out on purpose. They
form groups that they won't let other kids
belong to. Sometimes kids in the clique are
mean to kids they think are on the outside

Contortionist: someone who twists their
body into strange and unnatural shapes
and positions in order to entertain other
people

Definitely: without a doubt; certainly

Expectation: the state of looking forward to
or waiting for something to happen

Frostbitten: when skin is exposed to cold
temperatures and freezes. This can
damage your skin and parts of your body,
such as fingers and toes

Genes: determine what traits are passed
down from a mother and father to their
child. Eye color, height, and hair color are
some examples of the traits that are
controlled by genes. Genes exist inside the
cells that make up living things

Hideous: looking very ugly or frightening;
disgusting

Incident: something that happens; a single
event

 
Inkling: a vague notion or hint about

something
 

Intermission: a break in the middle of a
show

 
Magnificent: very beautiful or impressive

 
Majestic: having majesty; grand; splendid;

noble
 

Marvellous: causing wonder or amazement
 

Mystical: spiritually powerful, significant, or
symbolic

 
Perches: to rest or come to rest on a

branch or bar
 

Pirouette: a movement in ballet dancing.
The dancer stands on one foot and spins

their body round fast 
 

Remarkably: in a remarkable manner,
meaning unusual or exceptional

 
Shuffled: to walk or move by sliding or

dragging the feet
 

Statement: an opinion, comment, or
message conveyed indirectly usually by

nonverbal means
 

Tumultuous: full of noise, commotion, or
disorder; riotous

 



Unlearn: to discard (something learned,
especially a bad habit or false or outdated
information) from one's memory

Utterly: to a complete or total extent or
degree; absolutely

Wriggling: to move, or cause to move, with
quick, twisting movements



PEOPLE
Actor: a performer who tells a story to the
audience by playing a character.

Artistic Director: the artistic director is
responsible for conceiving, developing,
and implementing the artistic vision and
focus of a theatre company.

Choreographer: the person who creates
and directs the sequence of steps and
movement in a show.

Costume Designer: the person who designs
and makes all the costumes for the play.

Director: the person who provides the
vision for the play and who works with the
actors to create their roles, develop the
blocking, and oversee all design elements.

Lighting Designer: the person who designs
the lighting for a show and works with the
director to get desired effects.

Head of Properties: the person in charge of
all the props and who usually works with
them during a show.

Set Designer: the person who designs the
sets for a show.

Sound Designer: the person who designs
the sound for the show.

Stage Manager: the person responsible for
making sure all of the rehearsals run
smoothly and overseeing the technical
aspects when a show is live.

PLACES
Backstage: the part of a theatre which is
not seen by the audience, including the

dressing rooms, wings and the green room
 

Control Booth: the place in a theatre from
which all the sound and lights are

controlled.
 

Downstage: the part of the stage which is
closest to the audience.

 
Dressing Rooms: rooms in a theatre

provided for the actors in which they
change costumes and apply make-up.

 
Front of House: the part of the theatre

known as the auditorium where the
audience is seated, the lobby and the box

office.
 

Green Room: a place for the performers to
relax while waiting to go on stage.

 
House: used to describe the audience or as

a short way of saying "Front of House."
 

Stage Left: (these left/right directions are
seen from the ACTORS’ point of view on the

stage) this is when the actor standing in the
center of the stage moves to their left. 

 
Stage Right: (these left/right directions are
seen from the ACTORS’ point of view on the

stage) this is when the actor standing in the
center of the stage moves to their right.

 
Wings: the areas of the stage that are to

the sides of the acting area and are out of
view. These areas are usually masked by

curtains.
 



GENERAL TERMS
Blocking: the director’s planning and
instruction of the actors’ movements on the
stage.

Cue: signals that are given to both the
actors, the crew, the musicians and any
others working on a show.

Curtain: the screen, usually of cloth, which
separates the stage from the audience.

Curtain Call: the bows at the end of a
performance.

Dress Rehearsal: the full running of the
production with all costumes, sets, lighting,
and sound before the show opens to the
public.

Offstage: the area of the stage which the
audience cannot see.

Preview: early public performances that
allow the cast and crew to perform in front
of audiences before the show officially
opens.

Run: the number of times a show is
performed.

Set: the setting of the stage for each act
and all the physical things that are used to
change the stage for the performance.

Technical Rehearsal: These rehearsals take
place in the theatre and allow the crew and
the actors to establish and run through the
whole play with lighting and sound cues. 

We hope this guide helped you
in leading discussions with
your students, families and

friends. If you have any further
questions in regards to this

guide, feel free to send us an
email at

outreach@carouseltheatre.ca
 

Any general inquiries can be
sent to

info@carouseltheatre.ca
 

Be sure to follow us on social
media for updates on all our
drama classes and shows for

children and teens!


